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On The Road Again!
PHOTOS BY ED KONRAD

In June, Ed and I ventured on a 2-week
driving trip to New England. Continuing our
quest for US life birds, my US life list stood
at 620, and we had a goal of 6 new birds. We
were excited to search for boreal species that
are mostly found in the forests of New England and the NE coast.
We arrived in Maine on an unusually hot
day of 95°! Our first encounter was a Snowy
Owl perched on a roof on Drake Island. This
owl is not rare for New England in winter, but
it is rare in June! It’s always a thrill to see...
big, white, and beautiful. In the boreal forests
we had several targets, one the Black-backed
Woodpecker. This bird is not easy to find and
has very specific habitat. After several tries,
we found it in Pondicherry NWR in NH, busily stripping bark off a tree looking for insects.
There are 16 US woodpeckers, 4 sapsuckers
and 2 flicker species. He was our last one to
find! Woo hoo!!!
Another target was our last US grouse, the
Spruce Grouse. This is a nemesis bird for
many people, it’s silent and skulks around the
mossy forest floor without making a sound.
We tried 3 times in VT, no grouse but a beautiful black bear! Finally, we found the grouse
at Boot Head Preserve in ME, almost to Canada, on one of our most beautiful hikes of the
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They’re Back!
PHOTOS BY ED KONRAD

On our NE birding trip, Aija and I hoped to see
Piping Plovers on nest. There are about 1800 Atlantic Region breeding pairs. We saw many nests on
the beaches, usually protected by a large cage. One
PIPL would be on nest, its mate guarding nearby. At
Popham Beach SP in ME, the plover on nest started to
stir, and out popped three tiny chicks! They spent time
flopping around the cage, and then settled back safely
under Mom. This wonderful experience is captured in
the photo above and below.
Back at Seabrook in early August, the Piping Plovers were back, returning south from breeding. Aija
and I resighted eight on North Beach, one banded
with an orange flag. We reported this one to our researcher friend in Michigan, Alice Van Zoeren, Great
Lakes Piping Plover Conservation Team. Researchers
depend on volunteers to keep an eye on “their” Piping
Plovers in the “off season” - 75% of PIPLs life is spent
on wintering grounds along shores of the Carolinas,
Georgia, Florida, Gulf Coast, Bahamas.
Alice emailed, “This is your friend Red/Yellow. He
lost his yellow band over summer. We call him RYY/O (Rye-yo) even without his yellow band. Rye-yo
nested successfully with YO-Y/O at Sleeping Bear
Dunes on North Manitou Island this summer where
they fledged 2 chicks. Rye-yo winters on Hilton Head.
It’s possible they’ll pair up again, they were successful
this summer and there were no other plovers in their
nesting area. Their territory was 2 miles away from
the main nesting area on North Manitou. We got a
lot of exercise checking on them each day! Glad he’s
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made it back to Seabrook!” Did you follow that closely?
Y, O, R are band colors!
When Mark Andrews first resighted Red/Yellow
last October, we learned he was a captive raised plover. In 2020 there were more adult females than males.
The males sometimes had other nests to attend to, and
a plover can’t incubate eggs alone. When the female
started to give up on incubation, the eggs were collected and captive reared. Isn’t it amazing that with the
many thousands of birds that come and go on North
Beach – we have this one bird we know so much about!
One tiny bird 7 inches long, weighing 1.7 OZ, that traveled 1000 miles in possibly a nonstop flight back to the
same wintering beach for his second year!
Great Lakes Piping Plovers are Federally Endangered, dipping to only a dozen pairs in 1990. Thanks
to conservation efforts, the Great Lakes population
has held steady between 65-75 nesting pairs in recent
years. According to the Great Lakes Piping Plover
Recovery Effort Facebook page, “the 2021 breeding
season has been spectacular with a total of 74 unique
pairs and 79 nests. Sleeping Bear Dunes hosted its second-highest number of nesting pairs, 35 pairs arriving
to breed. The successful breeding season is largely due
to the reduction of Lake Michigan’s water levels, which
had become so high that the birds’ beachfront nesting
grounds were pummeled. With the Great Lakes receding from last year’s record heights, the birds’ preferred
habitat became safer for nests once again.” Welcome
back Red/Yellow, and well done up north!▲
Ed Konrad
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trip. We were thrilled! Ed’s not thrilled with
photo, but you can see the difficulty to spot!
Ascending Mt. Washington on a beautiful
sunny afternoon, the highest point in the
Northeastern US at 6,288’, we got our lifer
Bicknell’s Thrush. Ed didn’t get a picture; the
bird is so elusive, but it has a very beautiful
song that we heard several times.
Who doesn’t love a puffin??? Smithsonian
Magazine describes them as “impossible
cute with pear-shaped bodies, beak and eye
markings bright as clown makeup and a wobbly slapstick walk.” On a boat trip out of New
Harbor, we were treated to life bird Atlantic
Puffins who were nesting on Eastern Egg
Rock. Puffins were nearly eliminated from
Maine for their feathers and eggs nearly a
century ago. In 1973, with The Puffin Project
they made a wonderful comeback. This is a
great article on the puffin re-introduction into
Maine - https://www.smithsonianmag.com/
science-nature/a-puffin-comeback-126970/
Eating our fill of lobster rolls, lobster
chowder and all things lobster made for great
dinners! We were thrilled to add another national park to our roster, beautiful Acadia National Park. It was a wonderful 2 weeks, we
got our target 6 life birds, and we totally fell
in love with Maine!▲
Aija Konrad
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